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Our professional Web–based email list management service enables you to easily build and
manage email lists, create newsletters and other direct marketing emails, and track results.
No software, hardware or licenses to buy!Send all your emails at once!Take a look:
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Import lists from applications like Act, Excel and Outlook
Synchronize your lists with other databases
Clean your list of duplicate email addresses
Embed subscribe forms in your website
Link to customizable subscribe pages
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Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles
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Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles
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Protect yourself from sending unsolicited email






Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles

Choose to send text,HTML or both






Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles

Create personalized,professional messages






Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles

Send messages with confidence and ease






Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles

Send surveys and web forms






Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles
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Improve mailing effectiveness with tracking features






Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles

Segment your list to send highly targeted mailings






Store an unlimited number of lists in your account
Change outbound list names and email addresses for each list
Customize separate subscribe pages and automated messages for
each list
Modify message footers with your own text, links and styles

Take advantage of our friendly and professional team
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